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ABSTRACT
Voice assistants are fundamentally changing the way we access information. However, voice assistants still leverage little about the web beyond simple search results. We introduce Firefox Voice, a novel voice assistant built on the open web ecosystem with an aim to expand access to information available via voice. Firefox Voice is a browser extension that enables users to use their voice to perform actions such as setting timers, navigating the web, and reading a webpage’s content aloud. Through an iterative development process and use by over 12,000 active users, we find that users see voice as a way to accomplish certain browsing tasks efficiently, but struggle with discovering functionality and frequently discontinue use. We conclude by describing how Firefox Voice enables the development of novel, open web-powered voice-driven experiences.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, voice assistants like Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and Apple’s Siri have gained widespread adoption, with over 50% of adults in the United States reporting that they use have used a voice assistant [52]. While the embodiments of voice assistants and the reasons for their adoption are wide-ranging, their usage shows a consistent pattern: across several studies, searching the web for content like music and recipes and performing simple informational queries consistently ranks among the most frequent use-cases for voice assistants [3, 64]. In particular, estimates suggest that as many as a third of all web searches are now invoked by a voice query rather than typed [26, 29–31]. Taken together, these studies suggest that while voice assistants are interfaces to computing in general, they functionally serve as an interface to the web.

Given the importance of voice as a modality for interacting with the web, many companies have created “voice apps” for commercially successful voice assistants: as of January 2019, Google Assistant and Alexa had 4,253 and 56,750 apps or skills respectively [60]. However, even these thousands of apps represent a tiny fraction of the more than 1.5 billion websites that are estimated to be online today [34]. More generally, even though commercial voice assistants access some information from the web, information is typically drawn from only a handful of knowledge-base websites such as Wikipedia. In other words, voice assistants draw on and provide access to only a minuscule fraction of content available across all websites on the internet.

The fundamental challenge motivating our work is that extending a voice assistant to leverage more of the Internet’s content or creating new voice services currently requires developers to invest significant resources (and acquire specialized developer and user experience skills) [5, 46], and is effectively controlled by a small number of commercial entities. Each commercial assistant’s developer platform controls what content may be presented, what voice may be used to present that content, and even the duration of a conversational turn, which can severely limit opportunities
for innovation, experimentation, and exploration. In addition, each commercial platform has different specifications, making interoperability a significant challenge [10, 13]. Together, these challenges may ultimately hurt user adoption: according to one report [74], less than 3% of Alexa skills are used after two weeks.

This paper presents an alternative vision to these systems in the form of Firefox Voice, an open-source browser extension that enables users to navigate the web and control browser utilities through voice commands. It demonstrates that it is possible to build sophisticated voice services by leveraging what is already on the internet and to expand voice interactions to the billions of existing websites without requiring extra developer effort. To enable a fully hands-free experience akin to that of a smart speaker, Firefox Voice supports a locally-listening wakeword (e.g. “Hey Firefox”), and can optionally respond to many queries through spoken, text-to-speech output. Through Firefox Voice, users can achieve much of the same functionality as commercially-popular voice assistants, such as setting timers, asking for the weather, and rendering an informational card in response to certain questions. However, Firefox Voice goes beyond the web-based capabilities of existing voice assistants by allowing users to navigate directly to deep sub-pages of the web via voice command (e.g. “Go to the At Home section of the New York Times”) and perform in-page browsing actions such as following links, taking screenshots, or controlling slideshows.

The implementation of Firefox Voice relies on a mix of existing APIs, regular expression-based parsing, and simple heuristics about the structure of websites. Except for our wakeword, it also requires no specialized machine learning techniques for natural language processing or information extraction. As we demonstrate in this paper, this simple approach yields surprisingly powerful assistant-like capabilities, but has the added benefit of easy extensibility, thus allowing for experimentation with voice interaction by developers and researchers. All code for Firefox Voice is available open source at https://github.com/mozilla-extensions/firefox-voice, and we eagerly welcome the community to fork, remix, and contribute. Thus far, this open-source codebase has received contributions from 50 external contributors who have extended Firefox Voice with more than 286 pull requests.

The design and development of Firefox Voice reflects a focus on powerful voice assistance through bricolage and extensibility. Starting in May 2019, we conducted a large-scale “Needfinding” survey (N=1,002) to understand users’ needs for a voice assistant, and how users might perceive the unique value and use cases for a browser-based assistant relative to other voice assistants. Informed by these user needs, we conducted iterative, in-person “First impressions” user studies (N=21) using working prototypes of Firefox Voice. This yielded insights that we built into the design of Firefox Voice. We then ran a “First-use” survey (N=217) with participants of an external public beta test to validate and refine this interaction design.

Finally, we released Firefox Voice in a wide-scale public deployment, yielding a total of over 30,000 installs and more than 12,000 all-time active users. During this time, we also collected reasons why people stopped using Firefox Voice as a part of our “Uninstall” survey (N=698) to help us improve our system.

Our findings suggest that participants find value in a browser-based assistant, noting that voice often feels more efficient for searches or navigational tasks that would otherwise require typing a long phrase or clicking through several interstitial pages before arriving at the desired webpage. In addition, we find that our architecture allows for easy extensibility. However, participants nevertheless struggled with several of the challenges known to plague speech interfaces and voice assistants, such as discoverability [17, 49, 83], speech recognition failures [14, 68], and lapsed use [7, 18].

Based on our experience iteratively designing, developing, deploying, and evaluating Firefox Voice at large scale with real-world use, this paper makes three key contributions:

1. An illustration of how a fully-featured voice assistant can be designed with open web technologies, and how such
an approach yields unique benefits over other closed voice ecosystems.

(2) A case study offering insight into how a novel consumer voice product was developed over several rounds of user research, and into the unique considerations of introducing voice assistance in a web context.

(3) The Firefox Voice system itself, which introduces a novel, open-sourced resource for researchers and the broader community to experiment with voice assistant technology.

2 RELATED WORK
Firefox Voice builds upon several areas of prior work on voice assistants, end-user conversational scripting in the browser, and existing systems that incorporate voice on the web.

2.1 Current Benefits and Challenges with Voice Assistants
As voice interactions have become more commonplace, a growing body of work [19] has helped to illustrate when, where, why, how, and for whom voice can be most useful, and the key challenges and limitations of voice assistants.

Several studies have considered how today’s commercially popular assistants such as Alexa and the Google Assistant have become integrated into users’ everyday lives, and how users’ relationships with these assistants change over time [7, 43, 55]. In particular, voice interactions are especially useful in contexts in which a user’s hands and eyes are busy [66], such as while cooking [76] or driving [65]. Through analyses of usage logs [3, 64] and self-report data [43, 73], common patterns have emerged around the most commonly used assistant features: users frequently ask their voice assistants to answer search or informational-type queries, control music, set timers, and manage paired smart home devices [3, 43, 64, 73]. At their best, these voice assistants can offer helpful and efficient hands-free convenience for multitasking [43, 65, 78], provide entertainment through deliberate jokes and games or amusing breakdowns [6], and empower users in many diverse populations including the elderly [57, 63] and individuals with disabilities [2, 58].

However, voice assistants also face several well-documented challenges that have complicated social consequences, and that hinder their usability. In line with the theory that Computers Are Social Actors (CASA) [50] which suggests that people transfer and attribute human social characteristics to computers, several studies point to the ways in which users anthropomorphize voice assistants, and how this affects their interaction. On the one hand, this tendency to anthropomorphize can have positive effects, such as by leading to a sense of attachment or companionship with the assistant [56, 59]. On the other hand, it can have problem-atic effects as well: prior research suggests that users routinely over-estimate the intelligence of voice assistants, in part because of the convincingly human-like voices, names, and personalities given to the assistants [4, 18, 25, 43, 47]. Recent work has also critiqued the default voices given to many of the commercially popular voice assistants, suggesting that they may reinforce harmful stereotypes [12, 23, 67, 69, 79].

At the same time, the design guidelines and best practices for designing for voice are still in their earliest stages [9, 48], and there are a number of open questions and technical concerns for voice assistants. For example, voice interfaces—particularly those without a screen—often suffer from a lack of discoverability: in contrast to graphical user interfaces, where the possibilities for interaction are mostly visible to the user, users often do not know what voice interfaces are capable of, or what they are able to say [20, 83]. In addition, voice assistants also frequently suffer from speech recognition errors resulting in inaccurate transcriptions of what the user said [49]. These errors can be especially common depending on the user’s accent or use of specialized vocabulary and proper nouns [14, 68].

There are also a number of barriers to users’ adoption of voice assistants in the first place, and challenges around their long-term use. Prior work has frequently documented privacy concerns towards voice assistants among both users and non-users who feel uncertain about how their data is being collected and used, and who express discomfort with the idea that the assistant is always listening [21, 39]. Among those who do choose to use an assistant, there is also growing evidence that their engagement tends to decline over time. In one study, Bentley et al. [7] conducted a longitudinal analysis of users’ query logs with the Google Home, and found that users quickly settled into using the assistant for roughly three different domains of commands (e.g. information, music, home automation, etc.), and rarely explored new functionality after two weeks of use. Other studies have similarly found that overall use of voice assistants tends to decline after an initial period of exploration, at times to a point of abandonment, suggesting that voice assistants may struggle to retain users who were once actively engaged [18, 64]. These declines in use are largely driven by the reactive rather than proactive nature of how voice assistants interact with users, and by a lack of discoverability to engage and educate users about new features [18].

2.1.1 Voice Within Desktop Applications. While smartphones and smart speakers are common form factors for voice interaction [28], desktop applications also create meaningful use cases for voice interaction. In particular, multimodal interfaces that combine both speech and graphical input and output, as Firefox Voice does, are useful for contexts such as hands-free video navigation [17] and for assistance with complex creative applications [27, 36, 38]. User studies with these voice-driven controls have found that they can help to preserve task focus by reducing the need to context switch [27, 54], and can be especially helpful in identifying less familiar elements of the interface [36]. Analogously, we anticipate that Firefox Voice could streamline the browsing experience by reducing the number of clicks and keystrokes necessary to reach an end goal, and by enabling users to more easily access browser features that are difficult to discover.

A few voice assistants exist within a desktop context: Apple introduced its Siri assistant with the release of its MacOS Sierra desktop operating system in 2016, Microsoft introduced its Cortana assistant in 2015 with Windows 10, and the BBC created a custom voice assistant named Beeb, which was released in beta as a
Windows-based desktop application in June 2020. However, to our knowledge, the desktop-based versions of these assistants have not been well-studied, and most recent research centers on smartphone or smart-speaker assistant experiences. One notable exception to this is a large-scale analysis of usage logs from the desktop-based Cortana [45]. In their work, Mehrotra et al. found the variety of requests to the desktop Cortana resembled the types of requests made to other assistants (e.g. controlling alarms, performing a general web search, and asking for weather information). However, the most common use category was for searching a user’s local files, accounting for over 40% of searches [45]. This insight informed and shares parallels with usage patterns on Firefox Voice: like Cortana on desktop, Firefox Voice supports most of the standard baseline features that a user would expect from a voice assistant, but its deep integration with the platform (the operating system in the case of desktop Cortana, and the browser and web context in the case of Firefox Voice) creates opportunities for new kinds of interactions.

2.2 Existing Approaches to Voice on the Web

Web content is primarily built to be seen, and to be interacted with through a keyboard, mouse, and touch [8, 84], rather than conversed with. Prior work has addressed this challenge in several ways.

2.2.1 Accessibility Tools. Firefox Voice is not designed as a tool for accessibility, but it is nevertheless informed by prior work on screen reader and other voice browsing technology, and by how individuals with vision impairments interact with voice assistants while using the web.

In addition to the published studies below, we consulted extensively with an expert in screen readers and accessibility for blind people, including monthly check-ins to discuss feature development and debugging. While we deliberately departed from screen reader norms (like identifying links read out loud as "Link"), many of our features were developed to be aware of and compatible with browser use practices of blind and visually impaired users.

Commercial voice assistants are largely accessible "by accident" [58] because they were not primarily designed as assistive technology. Nonetheless, voice assistants are popular with blind and low vision individuals [58, 78]. In many cases, voice assistants are complementary to other tools such as screen readers in addressing blind users’ needs, particularly in providing convenient access to the types of information retrieved through a web search, and through integrations with third-party applications and control for IoT devices [1, 58]. However, blind users have also noted that voice assistants can often fail to provide an appropriate amount of information in response to a query [1, 77]. Prior work also highlights the strong desire among blind users for more productivity-oriented features (e.g. for writing emails) through voice [2].

Motivated by the observation that blind users alternate between voice assistants and other tools such as screen readers to leverage the particular strengths of each, Vyturina et al. [78] created the VERSE system as a design probe that augments a voice assistant with additional information retrieval functionality informed by screen readers, such as reading a Wikipedia page aloud, listing alternative search results following a simple answer, or reading headings aloud and allowing users to skip between them. In a user study with VERSE, participants found speaking to often be faster than typing, provided they did not encounter speech recognition errors [78].

While Firefox Voice implements some of the same features as VERSE, Firefox Voice differs in its use of a multimodal (visual and audio) interface for output, and in its scope; whereas VERSE draws information from the Bing Search API and from Wikipedia, Firefox Voice allows navigation to the broader web, and to browser-based utilities.

2.2.2 Enabling Technology for Web-based Voice Interaction. Beyond the accessibility domain, there have also been a number of recent approaches to introduce voice interactivity to the web, or based upon web content. For example, Lee et al. [41] demonstrated the feasibility of running a lightweight keyword-spotting model implemented in Tensorflow.js within the browser, which is able to distinguish between a relatively small, fixed set of spoken keywords.

Others are beginning to introduce new ways for developers to author voice-based content and conversational interactions. As one example of this, Schema.org, an organization that defines standards for structured web data, has introduced a “speakable” tag that will allow web developers to indicate which content on a page would be suitable for synthesized voice output (e.g. by a voice assistant). The Geno system [61] scaffolds the process of adding voice input and output to websites by providing authoring tools and APIs to developers. To add voice functionality with Geno, users import their existing projects into Geno’s custom IDE, and the system guides them through a workflow of declaring intents (e.g. specifying sample phrases and their parameters), and associating those intents with a target function, or through GUI-based demonstration. Mycroft 6 is one of the most feature complete, and has a marketplace of external skills, and runs either on custom smart speaker hardware, or on a Raspberry Pi, a commonly available development board. Stanford’s Almond project [15] has similar aims to Firefox Voice, including leveraging the power of the open web, but their focus has been on using natural language processing to understand queries [16] and interfacing with IoT devices through their tool Thingpedia and a collaboration with the popular open-source Home Assistant project 7.

2.2.3 Understanding Voice Search. A growing body of work has investigated the space of voice-based search and its particular challenges. For example, Schalkwyk et al. [62] describe Google Search by Voice (an early version of Google’s in-product voice search features around 2010), and detail the many complex technical challenges involved, from accurate speech recognition to multimodal interface design. In an analysis of voice search log data, they found that voice searches were more likely than desktop queries to relate to topics like food and drink, and were more likely to start with a “wh” or “how” question. Similarly, Guy [31] conducted an analysis of search logs on the Yahoo mobile search interface and compared queries issued by voice to those that were typed, and found that compared to text-based search, voice searches were substantially longer, more

---

1https://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/aboutthebbc/entries/45d6b6c9-9f40-4f90-8616-37d5a294490f
2https://schema.org/speakable
3https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/speakable
4http://www.mycroft.ai
5https://home-assistant.io
likely to include natural language phrasings (e.g. "I'm looking for"), and more likely to trigger a card-based response, suggesting that they may have been relatively more direct informational queries, such as recipes or maps. Others have pointed to other unresolved challenges with voice search, such as a need to support complex, exploratory searches [44] and to provide appropriate responses based on the user’s context at the time of issuing the query [75].

Together, this prior work informs the types of search tasks that might be common with Firefox Voice, and consequently, the functionality it must support.

2.3 Programmatic Control of the Browser
Firefox Voice can be seen as a web automation tool, operated through a speech interface: it translates a spoken command into a sequence of browser actions that are performed on the user’s behalf. In this sense, Firefox Voice shares some similarities with a broader set of systems for conversational scripting and end-user programming within the browser. Examples of such systems include CoScripter [42] and CoCo [40], which allow users to demonstrate a “macro” or sequence of web-based actions, and later invoke that macro through written natural language commands.

Firefox Voice follows the legacy of these web macro tools that recognized the benefits of automating or building shortcuts for browsing tasks. At present, Firefox Voice supports a lightweight version of end-user conversational scripting similar to that of CoScripter and CoCo through a routines feature, which enables users to create an alias for a sequence of commands defined in natural language.

3 AN ITERATIVE, HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN PROCESS
Building upon this related work and our own prior explorations in the voice products space [3, 11, 72, 80–82], we took an iterative approach to the development of Firefox Voice. In this paper, we present four key studies, which also map onto key moments in a user’s potential lifecycle with Firefox Voice:

1. “Needfinding” survey (N=1,002) with potential users to inform the space of browser-based voice assistants.
2. “First impressions” user studies (N=21) interacting with working prototype versions of Firefox Voice for the first time.
3. “First-use” survey (N=217) distributed to public beta testers at the end of their first week using Firefox Voice.
4. “Uninstall” survey (N=698) presented to users in the public beta and public release immediately upon uninstalling the Firefox Voice extension.

Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the development, user studies, and major milestones in Firefox Voice’s history that are covered in this paper, which represents a timeframe from May 2019 through August 2020. We discuss the two formative studies “Needfinding” survey and “First impressions” in sections 3.1 and 3.2 that follow, and discuss the “First-use” survey (section 6.1) and “Uninstall” survey (section 6.4) after introducing the Firefox Voice system and its implementation.

In all of our user research and data collection, we obtained approval via our organization’s user research review process, and we were as conservative as possible in the amount of sensitive and potentially identifying information that we collected from users and study participants. This is both based on principle to respect each individual’s privacy, and is a key practice and policy within our organization. As such, we collected and report demographic data such as gender only where relevant in the user studies presented throughout the paper.

3.1 Formative Studies: Large-Scale Needfinding Survey on Voice Assistants
To validate an interest in using a voice assistant built into the browser, and to gather feedback on the use cases that are most important to people, we conducted a “Needfinding” survey in May 2019. We recruited English-speaking participants (N=1,002) in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom by showing a banner with the headline “Voice control the Internet” on the new tab page of the Firefox web browser.

We asked “What features would be most important to you when using voice controls in your browser?” where respondents could select all the features that interested them, or none of the above. The results are depicted in Figure 3.

We found that the most-requested feature was “Search the internet” (65%), which could arguably be better handled in a browser-based assistant, as compared to voice assistants in a smart speaker form factor. Other popular features were based on functionality specific to the browser such as “Control audio playback in the browser” (59%) and “Open a webpage” (57%). Still others were features expected of voice assistants in general, which could also be implemented in the browser, such as “Play music” (56%), “What’s the weather?” (52%), and “Set a timer” (46%).

The results of the “Needfinding” survey suggested that there was potential value and interest in controlling the internet via voice, and in building an assistant with some browser-exclusive capabilities, and we proceeded to build a working prototype of Firefox Voice.

3.2 Formative Studies: First Impressions User Studies with Early Working Prototypes
We began developing Firefox Voice in June 2019, and improved the system over the course of the next year. The earliest versions of the system supported a relatively small set of key features (e.g. navigating directly to a page, playing YouTube videos, finding tabs) and were not robust to a variety of phrasings for a given intent. Similar to previous work on voice assistance, these prototype versions of the system had a “roughness” of functionality which afforded users more license to critique and propose features than they might have experienced with a more polished version of the system [14].

To this end, we conducted in-person user studies (N=21) with early versions of Firefox Voice during this design and iteration period from June 2019 through October 2019, split across four sessions. Figure 2 includes additional details on the dates and locations of the user studies. We recruited five to six participants per user study session via snowball sampling, resulting in a total of 21 participants. Participants were selected to have a rough balance of voice interface users (e.g. people who reported owning a smart speaker and using voice assistants regularly) and infrequent or non-users of voice, and to be well-balanced in representation of different genders,
Figure 2: A timeline representing Firefox Voice’s iterative development and user research process. Major feature releases are presented above the line, with important milestones in user research and deployments below the line. Throughout this entire process, there were also countless improvements to the underlying architecture of Firefox Voice, and to the range of intents it supports.

Figure 3: A chart summarizing the top features that participants in a needfinding study (N=1,002) indicated were most important to them for voice in the browser, categorized by whether the feature is exclusive to the browser, or to a voice assistant, or possible on both the browser and voice assistant. Participants could select multiple responses, and the x-axis represents the percentage of total responses that selected each feature.
3.3.2 Supporting Hands-Free Interactions. Voice assistants navigate a difficult trade-off between convenience and potential privacy concerns. Because privacy was a central concern, we initially designed Firefox Voice without a wakeword: users had to either click the toolbar icon or use a keyboard shortcut to activate the assistant. However, many participants in these formative user studies expressed a strong desire to activate Firefox Voice by voice so the experience could be hands-free. Some participants described existing pain-points in trying to use their browser during tasks in which their hands are dirty, such as cooking or painting, and suggested that Firefox Voice would be helpful in effectively turning their laptop into a smart speaker in those contexts:

“If I’m in the studio, I have paint all over. It’d be nice to say ‘What is the Myth of Judith?’” (P2)

This and similar feedback informed our decision to introduce a “Hey Firefox” wakeword in later versions of the system. To accommodate those who specifically do not want an “always listening” assistant, the wakeword is optional, and disabled by default. The development of our wakeword system is discussed at length in [70].

3.3.3 Multimodal UI should be unobtrusive. Early prototype versions of the Firefox Voice system that we user tested opened and focused a new tab as the “listening” interface on each request (see Figure 2, leftmost image). However, participants found this to be distracting because it broke their task focus on their current tab, and contributed to a sense of latency:

“I don’t know if it’d be any faster, but there’s something about having it open a new tab that makes it feel slower.” (P6)

This suggests that a browser-based assistant should occupy as little screen “real estate” as possible to avoid interfering with the user’s current context.

3.3.4 Guide users on what the system can do, and how it differs from other voice assistants. As users interacted with the Firefox Voice prototype for the first time, we found that their first impressions were often strongly influenced by—and evaluated against—their prior experiences with other voice assistants. For example, P18 shared:

“First thought is, is it more of a Cortana that lets me search?” (P18)

In many cases, participants tried issuing requests to Firefox Voice that are typical of other assistants, such as saying “Good morning” (P15), which will trigger a configured morning routine on other assistants such as Alexa and the Google Assistant [3]. At the same time, we rarely saw participants exploring the more unique, browser-specific features of Firefox Voice unless we gave them concrete examples or nudged them to do so.

While some of these comparisons centered on specific functionality, others reflected on how their impression of other commercial voice assistants would more generally shape their expectations for Firefox Voice:

“I’m more like a slow adopter of something like this given previous experiences with Alexa and Siri. Turn it on for a little bit, turn it off for a little bit. See how organically it becomes part of my daily usage.” (P13)

Other participants were surprised by their experience of interacting with earlier versions of Firefox Voice, which did not support speech-based output and therefore did not align with their mental model of voice assistants:

“If it’s going to be a voice interaction, it would talk to me.” (P11)

Taken together, these findings suggest that users will inevitably transfer their expectations from their experience with other voice assistants (both positive and negative), consistent with prior work on other novel voice tools [36]. With this in mind, we believe it’s necessary to educate users on what Firefox Voice is capable of, and how it differs from other assistants. As such, we redesigned our interface to display examples of supported utterances within the onboarding webpages a user sees upon installing the app, as well as directly within the pop-up user interface the first several times a user interacts with Firefox Voice.

3.3.5 Focus on functionality and contexts in which using voice on a desktop browser is most appropriate. When asked under what circumstances they might imagine themselves using a system like Firefox Voice, several participants mentioned that they would be unwilling to interact with a browser-based voice assistant in a shared public setting like an office or coffee shop because they might disrupt others:

“If I was in the office, people would probably stare if I’m talking to my computer” (P1)

This finding aligns with prior work, which has also found that users are reluctant to interact with voice assistants in public or shared spaces because of social norms [2, 21, 36]. While there may be a longer-term opportunity to mitigate these concerns through whispering [53] or silent speech interfaces [35], this suggests that a desktop-based assistant like Firefox Voice will primarily be used in private settings such as the home or individual office spaces.

Instead, voice can provide some enhanced functionality, especially around navigation in the browser, and in streamlining browser-focused multi-tasking. In particular, participants repeatedly emphasized that whatever functionality Firefox Voice provided would have to be easier or more efficient than accomplishing their goals by using a keyboard and mouse.

For example, one participant (P6) directly suggested that Firefox Voice could help in supporting “browser-specific things,” noting that the assistant could help in finding features (e.g. clearing their cache) that they perform relatively infrequently. Similarly, some participants drew an analogy to keyboard shortcuts, echoing a concept explored in prior work on photo editing software [36]. For instance, one participant who noted that they frequently made use of keyboard shortcuts mentioned they would want to use Firefox Voice for “anything that I’d have to take my hands off the keyboard to the mouse to click... [I’d want to use] voice to eliminate that step” (P4).

To support these shortcut-like experiences through voice commands, Firefox Voice implements a wide range of intents for browser features, which we enumerate in Appendix A.

Participants in the study also repeatedly mentioned that Firefox Voice should make their browsing more efficient, and noted that they particularly appreciated being able to navigate directly to
a page of interest with a voice command. Offering customizable defaults and integrating with existing web service was also seen as important:

“If I could set defaults ahead of time so I could say “Play Green Day” and it’d go straight to Spotify, that’d be a home run. If I can connect it to what I’m already using, that’d be a huge value” (P16)

Because Firefox Voice is situated within the browser, we realized it had the unique ability to both leverage people’s mental models of existing voice assistants, and accomplish more with a multimodal (including visual) interface and browser infrastructure, such as cookies providing stateful interactions to the web or saved passwords facilitating low- or no-overhead logins.

4 FIREFOX VOICE: A BROWSER-BASED VOICE ASSISTANT

Firefox Voice is an open-source voice assistant designed to leverage the infrastructure of the browser and the larger Internet. Users interact with Firefox Voice through spoken requests such as “Find me a recipe for chocolate chip cookies from Smitten Kitchen.” Firefox Voice responds through a multimodal experience that renders the corresponding webpage or glanceable card of information, and synthesized speech when appropriate. Users can trigger Firefox Voice through a locally listening “Hey Firefox” wakeword, so their experience can be fully hands-free.

4.1 Turning Websites into Voice Services

Because Firefox Voice is embedded directly into the browser, browser features such as session cookies, cached responses, and bookmarks are available to it automatically. This allows Firefox Voice to support a range of web services by voice with no additional configuration.

This stands in contrast to other voice assistants, which rely upon third-party applications for integration. For example, for an Alexa user to view their order history at a retailer such as Starbucks, they must first enable the retailer’s skill (presuming they offer one, which may be unlikely), link their Starbucks account to their Alexa one – a process that requires the user to log in through a smartphone, and restart the skill. This process is cumbersome to set up, error-prone, and problematic from an accessibility perspective [58].

By leveraging existing browser login and session mechanisms, Firefox Voice removes the need for this configuration. For users logged into Starbucks’ website, a query such as “Hey Firefox, show me my Starbucks order history,” displays their order history directly.

Firefox Voice similarly detects relevant elements of a website’s DOM through query selectors, and issues JavaScript events that simulate the user taking the intended action, such as clicking on a button. This allows Firefox Voice to support a number of popular features such as controlling music and videos, on both ad-supported platforms such as YouTube, and on subscription platforms like Spotify. For these services, Firefox Voice implements a number of intents to provide richer access for playback control such as pausing, resuming, muting, unmuting, skipping songs, and so on.

4.2 A Voice Interface to Browser Interactions

As web-based applications become more popular, they are supplanting many applications that were previously run on users’ computers as separate programs (e.g. word processing, spreadsheets, calendars, email, and more). Consequently, user interactions with browsers are increasingly similar to their interactions with operating-systems (e.g. “open Gmail”, or “Play the next song on Spotify”.)

Firefox Voice supports OS-like commands such as “Find the time entry tab,” with data from the content of the window. Firefox Voice collects the title, URL, and text content of each open tab, and performs a fuzzy search to find the best matching tab (if any), allowing more conversational interactions with ambiguous inputs. Similarly, users can follow links by describing their text content (e.g. “Click the show more button”). Other Firefox Voice commands emulate keyboard and mouse-based interactions within the context of a website. For example, users can ask Firefox Voice to “scroll down” (resulting in a page scroll event).

Firefox Voice also allows faster interaction with the browser itself. For instance, Firefox Voice also offers a shortcut into a lesser-known Firefox feature which reads webpages using a text-to-speech voice (with “read this page”). Similarly, Firefox Voice supports other browsing tasks such as finding and switching to a tab, bookmarking a page, taking a full-page screenshot, or clearing browsing history. Firefox Voice also makes it possible for users to define voice routines (similar to OS-level scripting), which are named shortcuts for a sequence of actions. For example, as users start their day and open the key websites they need (“Open Gmail,” “Open GitHub,” and “Open my calendar”), and then asking Firefox Voice to group and name those commands as a routine (e.g. “Name the last three commands let’s get to work”). When the user says in the future, “Hey Firefox, let’s get to work,” Firefox Voice will perform the routine, opening the three websites in new tabs. Routines are also editable through a graphical authoring interface.

4.3 A Platform for Voice Interface Experimentation

Firefox Voice is open-source, and built with common browser-based technology, allowing experimentation that is not possible with other voice assistants and voice prototyping tools. Existing voice assistant ecosystems like Alexa and the Google Assistant, for example, hard-code key aspects of the interaction, such as how many seconds the microphone will remain open while expecting a response from the user [13]. In contrast, Firefox Voice is modular and open-source, providing developers and researchers with a platform to experiment with all aspects of voice interaction, from the timeout duration before closing the microphone, to which speech recognition engine is used.

As one example of these extension capabilities, the Voice team experimented with follow-ups, such that Firefox Voice will listen for an additional command upon finishing a previous request. This functionality changes the default behavior of closing the microphone and the popup interface after each command to instead keep the microphone and popup open for eight seconds so the user can continue interacting with it without the need to re-invoke the extension.
In sum, Firefox Voice leverages the web to make a range of voice-driven experiences available to the user with a smaller implementation effort. It replicates the most popular functionality of smart speakers or smartphone-based voice assistants, and also introduces new forms of voice-driven, multimodal interactions that are uniquely possible within the context of a web browser.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented Firefox Voice as a browser extension that runs where the amplitude of the wave increases and decreases to reflect we display an animated line that oscillates in a wave-like pattern, WakeWord. All aspects of the wake word are available open source, including the training code, the runtime inference code, and the data used to train the model. Additional details regarding the technical implementation of the wake word are described in [70].

5.1 Invoking Firefox Voice

There are three ways that a user can prompt the Firefox Voice system to begin listening for a command. One option is to click on the extension’s icon—a stylized microphone—from within the browser toolbar. Alternatively, the user can issue a keyboard shortcut. For a hands-free experience, users may optionally enable a “Hey Firefox” wake word. The wake word functions by keeping the microphone open through a tab, which listens locally for “Hey Firefox” through streaming recognition in TensorFlow.js. To ensure that the model is lightweight and able to run inference in the background without a significant impact to the browser’s performance, the wake word is trained as a small residual network (ResNet) on approximately 5.4k audio clips containing some or all of our vocabulary for the wake word. All aspects of the wake word are available open source, including the training code, the runtime inference code, and the data used to train the model. Additional details regarding the technical implementation of the wake word are described in [70].

5.2 Recognizing and Parsing Users’ Natural Language Commands

Once triggered, Firefox Voice must listen and transcribe the user’s speech, and map the transcription onto one of the system’s supported intents or to a fallback. To accomplish this, Firefox Voice uses a cloud-based automatic speech recognition service, followed by local processing to match the transcription to an intent.

5.2.1 Listening and Transcribing User Speech. While listening, Firefox Voice’s primary user interface—a small popover window that descends from the toolbar icon—becomes visible, and a brief audio chime sounds to indicate that the microphone is active and Firefox Voice is awaiting the user’s utterance. While the user is speaking, we display an animated line that oscillates in a wave-like pattern, where the amplitude of the wave increases and decreases to reflect the audio input volume. We use local voice activity detection (VAD) to differentiate between background noise and speech, and the microphone remains open until the system detects that the user has stopped speaking for more than one and a half seconds (1500 milliseconds). Firefox Voice does not currently support long-form dictation, and times out after 15 seconds of speech.

For speech recognition, we leverage the Google Cloud Speech-to-Text engine, proxied through a server operated by our organization to better protect users’ privacy. This server returns a transcription of the user’s speech, which we briefly display within Firefox Voice’s popup interface before rendering the resulting information or action.

Firefox Voice also allows users to type their commands rather than speaking them. If the user begins typing after Firefox Voice has been invoked, the microphone will close, and the popup window instead displays a text box with the user’s typed input. For typed queries, no audio content is sent to remote servers for processing.

5.2.2 Intent Parsing with Simple Slot-Filling Heuristics. To map a user’s command to a corresponding, supported intent within the system, we implement a simple parser that uses a slot-filling approach. Because Firefox Voice is a general-purpose voice assistant, the nature of requests it must support have an open vocabulary (for instance, a user may ask about arbitrary people or place names, or refer to newly emergent artist and song titles [68]). In our early explorations of intent parsing with Firefox Voice, we found that a relatively simplistic pattern-matching approach performed better for our purposes over more sophisticated machine learning models, or existing open source systems like Rasa. Firefox Voice’s intent parsing works as follows: intents are declared through one or more text-based patterns, which specify variations in how a user might phrase a particular command. These phrases can contain alternative or optional words as well as slots, which function as a wildcard that captures one or more words from the user’s utterance. There is also the option to include a typed slot within an utterance, which will expand the phrase list to match against a list of pre-defined services or sets of words (e.g. the music services that Firefox Voice supports, or numbers).

At runtime, the intent parser compiles all possible phrases, and compares the user’s utterance against each phrase to find a match. To be more robust to speech transcription errors and slight variations in how a user might phrase a given intent, the parser also accounts for commonly mis-transcribed words through a list of aliases (e.g. “coffee” instead of “copy”), for repeated words (e.g. “next next”), and for adding flexibility around stopwords, using a list adapted from the SpaCy natural language processing library. In cases where there are multiple matching intents, Firefox Voice will prefer the intent that is more precise (e.g. if both “play [query] on Spotify” and “play [query]” match, then the former will be preferred). If there is no matching intent for the user’s utterance, Firefox Voice defaults to performing a search with the user’s default search engine.

5.3 Resolving Intents into Actions

Firefox Voice resolves intents into primarily three kinds of actions: 1) navigating to a webpage; 2) invoking a browser action or script on the page, and 3) extracting information from the page and optionally speaking it aloud.

To do so, each intent in Firefox Voice registers its own handler code that runs in the background of the browser. These handlers have access to certain browser-level functionality (e.g. creating tabs, navigating to a particular URL, switching the tab in focus).

---

9https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
10https://github.com/explosion/spaCy/blob/e0cf4796a505bd2686feb95d28b9fd7eca38e0a/spacy/lang/en/stop_words.py
Handlers can also optionally inject content scripts into a tab to access or manipulate data on a webpage. When a given intent is matched by the intent parser, its corresponding handler function is run with a context variable that contains the parsed intent’s slots.

In some cases, handling an intent is as simple as calling a method implemented by the standard WebExtension APIs. To handle more complex intents, many of the intent handlers in Firefox Voice share a common pattern to shortcut directly to highly specific content that users are interested in on the web. Firefox Voice accomplishes this by making use of Google search’s “I’m Feeling Lucky” functionality, which automatically redirects a user to the top matching result for a query, rather than displaying a list of search results. Google currently makes it possible to set a flag to enable “I’m Feeling Lucky” as a URL query parameter, thus making it a straightforward task to reformulate the user’s request to Firefox Voice into a Google search URL that, when opened in a tab, will take the user directly to the top resulting page. On its own, this approach makes it possible for Firefox Voice to support a diverse and open-ended set of web navigation requests, such as “Show me the Twitter feed for SIGCHI,” which will bring the user directly to https://twitter.com/sig_chi in a new tab.

Other intents build upon the affordances of the Google “I’m Feeling Lucky” redirect by using the search engine to directly navigate to a piece of content of interest, waiting for the page to load, and performing further actions in-page to accomplish a particular task (e.g. clicking a button to trigger music playback).

As a fallback when no intents match, Firefox Voice defaults to performing a search. In many cases, these are informational queries for which Firefox Voice does not have a built-in intent (e.g. “What time is it in Madrid?”). To address these requests, Firefox Voice will perform a Google search in a hidden tab. If the search result contains a card (such as a Wikipedia snippet, calculator result, or weather card), Firefox Voice extracts a screenshot of that card, and renders it within the popover user interface.

5.3.1 Generating Speech Output. Firefox Voice can respond to a subset of commands through synthesized speech output. Two types of commands yield speech output. When a user asks that Firefox Voice reads a page aloud, Firefox Voice changes the page to the built-in Firefox reader mode, and triggers the audio playback feature within the page.

Firefox Voice is also capable of responding with voice output for many informational queries. For example, if a user says “What’s the weather?” Firefox Voice responds by stating the temperature and conditions (e.g. “It’s 80 degrees and sunny”).

To accomplish this, we leverage the information embedded within the Google search card result that is returned for a particular query. If one of the known card types (e.g. scores, translation, generic fact) is found, Firefox Voice will then extract relevant entities from the card using query selectors and incorporate them into template phrases (e.g. “It’s (temperature) degrees and (conditions)”). The compiled phrase is then spoken aloud using the SpeechSynthesis interface of the Web Speech API browser standard. By default, Firefox Voice uses the default system voice from the user’s operating system, though the user can select their preferred voice from any available system voices in an options panel.

While powerful as a means of bootstrapping spoken output, we acknowledge that such an approach is limited: it is brittle to any potential changes to the structure or identifiers used within the card output, and also currently lacks the nuance to differentiate and provide appropriately detailed responses to queries that might yield the same card. Future work could explore alternative approaches to question answering that are more robust to these cases.

6 REAL-WORLD DEPLOYMENT

Following an iterative product roll-out process, Firefox Voice was first made available to a small number of internal beta testers beginning in September 2019, and an initial public beta version of the extension was made available starting in December 2019. The final version of the system described in this paper—including the key features of a wakeword and text-to-speech output—was released in August 2020 (see Figure 2).

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the logistical challenges it entailed, we were forced to forgo an in-person user study with the final version of the system. Instead, we describe data and insights from both the beta release period and the system’s public deployment. Qualitative insights and quotes reported here are drawn from the “First-use” survey (N=217) sent to public beta study participants to gather their initial impressions of Firefox Voice after their first week of using the assistant, and the “Uninstall” survey (N=698) that individuals are invited to complete immediately upon removing the Firefox Voice extension from Firefox. Open-ended survey responses were open coded by a member of the research team.

For the quantitative findings describing the use of the system, we focused on analyzing the telemetry data from a two-month window, July 1, 2020 until August 31, 2020. During this time, the extension received some publicity, resulting in unique usage patterns that also shed light on how common challenges of voice interfaces (such as discoverability and failures of speech recognition) manifest in a browser-based context.

6.1 First Use: Voice-Enabled Efficiency and Continued Use

Results from the “First-use” survey (N=217) distributed to public beta test participants suggested that the majority of participants (70%) had a positive first impression of Firefox Voice, based on an analysis of the coded responses to the open-ended question “What are your first impressions of Firefox Voice?” In general, participants found Firefox Voice to be empowering, that it felt faster and easy to use, and allowed them to perform tasks beyond search. When asked to rate how likely they were to continue using Firefox Voice on a 5-point Likert scale, 54% indicated that they were likely or very likely to continue using Firefox Voice.

As part of this survey, participants were invited to describe what they enjoyed the most about using Firefox Voice. Of the 185 participants who responded to this question, 28% (N=52) cited functionality for controlling their browser. For example, participants appreciated tab management:

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions
"Changing tabs - I find it difficult to find the tab I want, so doing it by voice command was very quick and efficient."

"It was a good surprise to see actual functionality tied behind Firefox Voice, such as closing tabs. This would be significantly less useful for me if it were simply a Siri-like voice search service."

Others cited Firefox Voice’s ability to make certain browsing tasks more efficient as its key strength. Many found it more convenient (26%, N=48) and faster (15%, N=27) to use Firefox Voice than completing the same task by the hand with other methods:

"Not having to type my requests. It is faster. For example, searching Amazon is nice and fast."

While we had some negative feedback around voice recognition issues and technical problems, the positive first impressions and request for features ("What do you want to be able to do with Firefox Voice that you can’t yet do?") in the "First-use" survey helped us to prioritize continued feature development (e.g. a wakeword and speech output).

### 6.2 Overall Usage Patterns

As of August 31, 2020, a total of 14,064 users had Firefox Voice installed as an extension in their Firefox web browser. To understand how people are actually using Firefox Voice, we focus our analysis in this section specifically on a two-month window (July 1 - August 31, 2020) during which we implemented and released the final version of Firefox Voice. During this two-month window, 8,637 unique users (representing 61.4% of the install base) interacted with Firefox Voice, issuing a total of 57,424 requests to the assistant. Queries issued to Firefox Voice were on average 3.47 words long (median = 3, SD = 2.41), and comprised a vocabulary of 16,495 unique terms.

Figure 4 plots the number of daily active users (DAU) for each day of this two-month window. We consider a user “active” on a day if they issue at least one request to Firefox Voice within a 24-hour period from 00:00 UTC to 23:59 UTC. Daily usage patterns during this period fell into three distinct windows of interest: prior to August 3, the number of DAU was relatively low, fluctuating between 16 and 113 users per day. From Monday, August 3 to Sunday, August 9, usage increased dramatically, with DAU numbers between 862 and 1262 users each day. On August 10, daily usage dropped considerably, and fell for the next several days, before leveling off again around 200 DAU. The seven day period from August 3 - 9 corresponded to a week in which Firefox Voice was promoted on the new tab page of the Firefox browser, and the extension therefore saw a large number of new users each day.

These usage patterns suggest that, while initial curiosity about Firefox Voice is high, a significantly smaller percentage of those who install it actually use it. Within this two-month July and August window, we found that 1,774 users used Firefox Voice exactly one time, and 7,533 individuals (53.7% of the user base) had the extension installed, but had not used it within that timeframe.

### 6.3 Search-Dominant User Experiences

Of the features that Firefox Voice makes available to users, those that are uniquely well-suited to the web and browser were, by far, the most commonly used. Table 1 presents the top 10 most frequently invoked intents, along with the number of times it was matched and the percentage of overall use of Firefox Voice that the intent represents. Search was the most frequently resolved intent (perhaps unsurprisingly, because it was also the fallback when no other intent matched), comprising 53% of all user interactions with Firefox Voice. Users also used Firefox Voice to navigate directly to a webpage on 16% of all queries. Other requests to Firefox Voice followed a long-tail distribution, with relatively fewer requests to intents involving music, tab control, and more.

Because these intent classifications were made programmatical-ly by our intent parser, we note that the intent label ascribed to a particular utterance may not correspond to the user’s actual intent. In particular, the “search” intent actually encompasses a much broader set of functionality through the card-based results that are returned for certain queries. For example, if the user asks "How many tablespoons in a cup?" Firefox Voice will surface the appropriate answer through a card ("16 tablespoons"), but the utterance will nevertheless be labeled as search, rather than a more accurate and more nuanced label such as "unit conversion."

Despite this coarse labeling and heavy reliance on search as the fallback behavior, the majority of user feedback was positive in response to Firefox Voice’s response on utterances resolved as search. Within the popup interface, Firefox Voice displays a small banner at the bottom that asks “Did we get this right?” with an option for the user to respond with a smiling or frowning face, and optionally provide written feedback describing their choice. Of those responses, 67.8% (N=6,720) were positive (32.2% (N=3,198) negative), and many of the reasons for providing negative feedback attribute them to errors with speech recognition.

However, this feedback prompt initially appears at the end of the “processing” phase and the prompt phrasing is ambiguous, which may have led some users to believe we were asking about the speech recognition’s accuracy, rather than that of the complete interaction and resolved search-based result.

### Table 1: Top ten most commonly-invoked intents on Firefox Voice between July 1 and August 31, 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num. requests</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Intent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30290</td>
<td>52.75</td>
<td>Search (card result, if applicable or search page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9457</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>Navigate directly to a page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3031</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>Play music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>Search within a page for a query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>Read an article aloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1176</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>Find and focus a tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1094</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>Focus on a music player page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>Close current tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>Perform a Google search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>766</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Go to the next search result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57424</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Number of unique daily active users (DAU) of Firefox Voice per day from July 1, 2020 to August 31, 2020. A user is considered “active” if they invoke the Firefox Voice extension at least once in a 24 hour period from 00:00 UTC to 23:59 UTC. The period from August 3 to August 9 represents a week in which Firefox Voice was featured in the new tab page of the Firefox browser, and thus saw an influx of new users.

6.4 Uninstall Survey

To better understand the challenges of maintaining a user base for Firefox Voice, we deployed an “Uninstall” survey (N=698). When people removed or deleted Firefox Voice as an add-on from Firefox, a new tab would open with the “Uninstall” survey. This is a relatively unusual practice, but we felt it was valuable to get specific and explicit feedback from people who had decided Firefox Voice was not useful to them. This survey presented a list of potential reasons for uninstalling (as 5-point Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree Likert scale items), as well as an open response field for further comments. We present analysis of this survey from the beginning of the public beta deployment (December 2019) through August 31, 2020.

Participants were most likely to agree (Agree and Strongly Agree) with the statements: “Voice interaction could have been faster” (49.6%) and “I’m able to do what I want to do better in a different way” (41.7%). In contrast, they agreed least with “I don’t typically use my laptop in an environment I’m comfortable talking out loud.” (31.0%) and “I didn’t know what to say” (26.5%).

We also open-coded the textual responses. The most common reason (34%, N=246) for uninstalling Firefox Voice dealt with technical difficulties. This includes various reasons such as microphone and permission issues, conflicts with other extensions, and a perception that the extension was slowing down the browser or causing it to crash:

“It didn’t work. There was a message ‘error getting stream.’ It could not access my microphone even after I set it to allow in the privacy settings.”

Next, 15% (N=114) reported that they did not use Firefox Voice or had no use for it. Approximately 9% (N=67) of users mentioned issues with speech recognition failures, commonly due to Firefox Voice’s inability to parse accents. Other issues included lack of multilingual support (4%, N=27), the lack of a hands-free experience (3%, N=22) (the wakeword was not implemented until the latest version of Firefox Voice), and vehement objections to the reliance on Google’s services, both for search and for speech recognition (4%, N=31):

“I was hoping it would use [an open source speech recognition system]. I was hoping to use my default search engine (DDG [DuckDuckGo]). As it is, everything was from Google with no hope to change it. If I wanted a browser fully integrated with proprietary software pushing Google services on me, I would install Google Chrome.”

Finally, there was a “long tail” of other reasons for uninstalling Firefox Voice, including security fears, and that it simply “caused problems”. Overall, the “Uninstall” survey played an important role in the development of Firefox Voice. It helped us to prioritize bug fixes to improve general functionality, helped to highlight the need to develop onboarding resources to explain and highlight relevant user scenarios (e.g. where voice interactions would be faster or
more efficient), and alerted us to necessity of implementing feature discovery and system reminder interfaces.

7 EXTENSIBILITY AND OPEN-SOURCE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

As an open source project available through GitHub, Firefox Voice received a considerable amount of engagement from contributors external to our team. Since the project was first posted to GitHub in August 2019, a total of 50 external contributors contributed code that was merged into the master branch, in a total of 286 pull requests.

Open source experience and contribution was a major factor in most contributors’ involvement. A combination of familiar but modern technologies (such as React.js) made the project technically attractive. Contributions involved many small changes—documentation improvements, small CSS fixes, specific phrase matching improvements—to the development of many new intent handlers. In a very small number of cases contributors made large contributions, such as rewriting a view layer or adding local history.

Many of the intents authored by external contributors illustrate how Firefox Voice’s extensibility makes it relatively straightforward to contribute new and powerful intents. As one example, a contributor wrote an intent to find an article by description, navigate to it, and read it aloud (e.g. “Read the ‘Reduce Your Stress in Two Minutes A Day’ article to me”). Building upon the infrastructure already in place for reading the current tab aloud, this contributor was able to extend Firefox Voice to add the new intent with only 11 new lines of code.

The open-source wakeword model and inference engine were also contributed by external collaborators who are academic researchers in machine learning, which also underscores Firefox Voice’s contribution as a platform for modular experimentation in the voice research space.

Thus far, the Firefox Voice repository has been forked 125 times, and has over 280 stars on GitHub, suggesting that the larger community of developers may be adapting and learning from Firefox Voice’s implementation.

8 LIMITATIONS

There are two key limitations both to Firefox Voice as a system, and to the research that we have presented in this paper. At present, Firefox Voice is available only in the English language. Because the system relies upon automatic speech recognition, it is unfortunately also prone to the biases inherent in the algorithms and datasets that underlie speech recognition engines. As a consequence, we found evidence that Firefox Voice may not perform as well for non-native speakers of English, and for those with accents other than the default of standard American English.

While not unique to Firefox Voice, this limitation troubles us, as it also suggests that the set of users who continue to engage with the assistant represent a more homogeneous population than we wish to reach. Improving localization to support a far broader population of users remains an important area of future work both for Firefox Voice, and for the language technologies community as a whole.

We also recognize that this paper is limited given its focus on a shipping system. Not all of these studies are as thorough and in depth as we may have wanted, as our focus is to learn sufficiently from any given study to enable us to take the next step, rather than to necessarily create a novel research artifact that can stand alone. For instance, the need for data collection was constrained in that it asked users about features of interest, but only offered options that were feasible for us to implement rather than options that are not currently available. While we believe the real-world, large-scale nature of the system’s deployment and the data and insights derived from it are a valuable contribution, further qualitative evaluations (e.g. diary studies involving longer-term use) are an interesting opportunity for future work.

9 DISCUSSION

Our research presents an iterative exploration in building a voice assistant for the modern web. Through our formative studies, we contribute a characterization of the needs that people have when using voice assistants in the browser context, alongside an evaluation of a prototype that supports these discovered needs. Our evaluation highlights the strengths and shortcomings of Firefox Voice in a real-world deployment with more than 12,000 active users and active development from over 50 open source contributors. We now discuss the implications of Firefox Voice and our findings as they relate to future voice assistant research.

9.1 Voice assistants as unfamiliar interfaces in a familiar environment

A key challenge for voice interaction in the browser is that it is an unfamiliar interface modality in a well-trodden environment with deeply ingrained habits. Put another way, it is hard to change the browsing habits people have developed for as much as twenty years. Changing these browsing habits will require solving both problems of translation, and problems of discovery.

As others have noted, translating traditionally inaudible concepts—particularly those with familiar visual affordances—into voice is a non-linear process. We began our exploration by investigating translation that was technical feasible. For example, Firefox Voice provides one answer to questions like How can a voice assistant facilitate navigation within a list of search results? How can it audibly communicate affordances that are inherently visual? What does a link sound like? It is likely that the best answers are yet to be found. Similarly, discovery for voice assistants remains unsolved, both in the browser and in the dedicated smart speaker. We found that users were often unsure of the utterances that Firefox Voice supported, often struggling with knowing whether a query would work correctly and how a particular query should be worded.

That said, our studies suggest that certain interactions are particularly well-suited to voice assistants in the browser. For example, “go to my calendar tab” is an intuitive way to find your calendar tab, and there is real value in querying Firefox Voice while engaged in other tasks by asking “Hey Firefox, what time zone is Minneapolis in?” without leaving the email you’re currently writing. Solving the problems of translation and discovery will make these voice interactions even more appealing.
9.2 The unarticulated realities of commercial deployment

The lifecycle of a shipping system is complex. Publicity through existing products (such as banners on the new tab page of the Firefox desktop web browser in our case, or as banners in search result pages) bring many new users to the product. At the same time, not everyone who downloads the tool installs it; not everyone who installs the tool uses it. Both the sudden adoption and the non-use of technology in real-world deployments is often invisible in academic literature.

However, such deployment outcomes reveal important research questions. Firefox Voice, like many prior voice assistants [7, 18, 28], underwent both a feast and famine of users. In August 2020, Firefox Voice received publicity via a banner on the new tab page of the Firefox desktop web browser, resulting in approximately 30,000 downloads during that week alone. Its daily active users (DAU), a commonly used metric of usage, increased from an average of 28 in the first week of July to an average of 1,072 in the first week of August, to an average of 161 in the last week of August (Figure 4). Our uninstall survey is one of the few instruments that investigates the reasons behind these changes in usage, and what it might mean for future voice assistant design.

Firefox Voice is free to install, and has only the smallest indicator of its presence in the form of a small browser extension icon. As such, it is easier to adopt (and perhaps easier to abandon) than assistants based on dedicated hardware. Its lessons may be particularly important as voice assistant devices become more inexpensive, with lower barriers for adoption.

9.3 A Platform for Voice Assistant Experimentation and Research

It is fundamentally limiting that inquiries in voice assistant research (e.g. [32, 33, 51]) rely on product ecosystems that rigidly constrain researchers in the questions they can address, unless they choose to engineer their own voice assistant ecosystem.

This paper demonstrates how Firefox Voice’s open source nature and use of existing hardware—the laptops and computers that are already in many people’s homes—enables wide-open exploration of new features and new voice interactions. This exploration goes beyond functionality available through commercial voice assistant ecosystems that facilitate feature extensions through the constrained notion of “skills,” running on specific hardware devices with limited functionality. Our work presents a pathway for browser-based voice assistant experimentation that allows practitioners and researchers alike to explore new voice interactions in an open ecosystem.

More broadly, we believe that Firefox Voice’s open source nature adds diversity to an otherwise limited selection of voice assistant infrastructure and enables significant opportunity for exploring novel interactions on the web. In addition, we hope that teachers, researchers, and practitioners across HCI and beyond can use this work as a model for future systems research, whether it be voice-oriented or otherwise, as other systems contributions [22] have done so before us.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present the initial exploration, iterative development, and large-scale deployment of an open-source voice assistant system, Firefox Voice. We show how our initial formative studies—notably a large scale “Needfinding” survey of the public and “First impressions” user studies with a working prototype—helped us develop design considerations that motivated the subsequent development and iterative design of the shipping system. We developed features in response to user feedback, such as a wakeword system, while providing significant amounts of functionality by repurposing existing features of browsers (cookies, saved passwords, history, and named tabs) and of the open web (search engines) for voice interaction. We released Firefox Voice in a real-world deployment that resulted in over 12,000 active users. We also showed subsequent natural drop-off in usage following users’ initial exploration—a common but often under-reported phenomenon—and explored reasons for non-use through an “Uninstall” survey presented to users after they chose to uninstall Firefox Voice. We characterize the successful open-source nature of Firefox Voice, and as such, propose Firefox Voice as an open, extensible platform for exploration and development of novel voice-driven experiences running on already widely available systems.
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## SUPPORTED INTENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bookmarks</td>
<td>Bookmark current page, bookmark current page to folder, open bookmarks, remove bookmark for current page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser pages</td>
<td>Open installed add-ons page, open bookmarks, open history, open browser preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipboard</td>
<td>Paste, copy screenshot of visible window, copy full page screenshot, copy title of current tab, copy link of current tab, copy selection, copy best image in tab, copy Markdown link of title and url for current tab, copy HTML title and link, copy specified value to clipboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download</td>
<td>Download screenshot of visible window, download full page screenshot, download webpage, show last download</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Create draft email message with a given subject and/or body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find tab</td>
<td>Find and focus a given browser tab by description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms</td>
<td>Dictate into form field, focus next form field, focus previous form field, submit form, turn the selected text into markdown or html link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Open or switch focus to a music service, play next, play previous, mute, unmute, play, pause, resume, play album, play playlist, show title of currently playing, adjust volume, show which music services are supported in a card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muting</td>
<td>Mute all tabs, mute specific tab, unmute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>Navigate to a particular webpage by description, click link, go back, go forward, search within a particular web service (e.g. search Amazon or search Wikipedia), translate full webpage, translate selection, close a lightbox-style dialog box, search current url on archive.org, follow the named sign in or out link and click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Create a note anchored to a tab, add to note with given text, add link and title of current tab to note, paste clipboard to note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>Open Pocket, save page to Pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Open print dialog for page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>Open reader mode and begin speaking article aloud in synthesized voice, stop reading, go forward/backwards by one paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routines</td>
<td>Nickname a single intent, combine last N intents into a routine, nickname a page, remove nickname for page, remove a named intent, pause a running intent, resume a running intent, specify the beginning of a for loop in a routine, specify the end of a for loop in a routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>Scroll down, scroll up, scroll to bottom, scroll to top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Search with the user’s browser-configured default search engine, open default search engine (without query), search Google, follow-up on prior search to show next search result, follow-up on prior search to show previous search result, focus the hidden tab used for card-based search results, search and show card-based result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Help / testing, enable &quot;smart speaker&quot; mode (activates speech output and the wakeword), open Firefox Voice options, tell a joke, open lexicon of example supported commands, open developer-facing intent viewer, respond to simple &quot;hello&quot; greeting, cancel in-progress intent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidebar</td>
<td>Open bookmarks or history sidebar, close bookmarks or history sidebar, toggle bookmarks or history sidebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slideshow</td>
<td>Begin presenting on Google slides, open slideshow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabs</td>
<td>Open a new tab, open homepage, open a window, open a private window, close current tab, close selected tab(s), close window, undo close tab, undo close window, refresh current tab, refresh selected tabs, zoom in, zoom out, reset zoom, pin current tab, un-pin current tab, focus the previous tab, duplicate current tab, move selected tab(s) to a new window, move current tab to a new window, make tab full screen, find query within page, focus next result of query in page, focus previous result of query in page, select all tabs, select first/last numbers of tabs, select tab by description, select tabs to the left/right, save tab as PDF, collect tabs similar to active tab or by query, count total number of open tabs, focus on the previous/next tab, go to the first/last tab, read title of tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>Set a timer for a given duration, restart a timer, pause a running timer, resume a paused timer, cancel a timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>Minimize, clear browser history, close window, switch focus to the previous / next window, maximize a window, open downloads, quit Firefox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: An brief enumeration of all of the features (individual intents) that Firefox Voice supports, grouped by the general category of functionality